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Graphene has been integrated in many heterogeneous structures in order to take advantage of its

superior mechanical properties. However, the complex mechanical response of heterogeneous films

incorporating graphene is not well understood. Here, we studied the mechanical behavior of atomic layer

deposition (ALD) synthesized TiO2/graphene, as a representative building block of a typical composite, to

understand the mechanical behavior of heterostructures using an experiment-computational approach.

The inclusion of graphene was found to significantly enhance the Young’s modulus of TiO2/graphene

hetero-films for films below a critical thickness of 3 nm, beyond which the Young’s modulus approaches

that of pure TiO2 film. A rule-of-mixtures was found to reasonably estimate the modulus of the TiO2/gra-

phene hetero-film. Experimentally, these hetero-films were observed to fail via brittle fracture.

Complimentary density functional theory and finite element modeling demonstrates strong adhesion at

the graphene TiO2 interface and that graphene serves as a reinforcement, providing the hetero-film with

an ability to sustain significantly high stresses at the point of failure initiation. The results and methodology

described herein can contribute to the rational design of strong and reliable ultrathin hetero-films for

versatile applications.

Introduction

Heterogeneous thin films are used for a vast array of appli-
cations. For example, graphene and boron nitride films are
used in photodetectors,1 graphene and metal oxide films are
used for energy storage devices,2 graphene-hBN–MoS2 films
are utilized in memory devices,3 and graphene/MoS2/WSe2/gra-
phene hybrid films are applied in photovoltaic devices.4

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is an effective technique to syn-
thesize conformal and continuous hetero-films,5,6 by allowing
nanoscale control over the thickness of the as-deposited film.
The resulting hetero-films are often found to have improved
performance as compared to each of the individual constitu-
ents. Due to this advantage, hetero-films obtained by ALD
deposition of TiO2 thin films on graphene are widely used in

Li+ and Na+ batteries,7–9 supercapacitors,10 photocatalysts,11–13

solar applications14 and sensors.15,16 Furthermore, as com-
pared to thin films of TiO2, TiO2/graphene composites have
been demonstrated to impart excellent capacity and cycling
stability to energy storage devices,7 to possess higher photo-
catalytic degradation efficiency as photocatalysts,13 and to
improve the sensitivity of sensors for material detection.15,16

Although the use of graphene in these hetero-films is often
motivated by its excellent electronic and mechanical pro-
perties,8,17 direct evidence and quantification of how graphene
enhances the mechanical stability and durability of such
hetero-films is currently lacking. Understanding the mechan-
ical response of hetero-films can help to reduce detrimental
factors in their applications. For example, one of the major
applications of metal oxide/graphene-based-hetero-films is in
lithium ion batteries where mechanical failure-induced
electrochemical deterioration is critical.7 It has been demon-
strated that Young’s modulus of layered battery materials is
closely related to their long-term cycling performance.18

Previously, Liu et al.19 characterized the elastic properties of
heterogeneous MoS2/WS2 films and found that the elastic
modulus of the hetero-film is lower than the sum of 2D
modulus of each film, due to weak interlayer interactions.
Furthermore, Guo et al. investigated the theoretical interfacial
binding strengths of MoS2/graphene hetero-films using the
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density functional theory and found strong interfacial binding.20

Additionally, depending on synthesis conditions, such as the
ALD cycle number, the resulting hetero-films can exhibit signifi-
cantly varying morphology, particle size and growth rate,21 each
of which can significantly alter the mechanical performance of
the hetero-film. In general, the number of ALD cycles used for
producing the films is often chosen based on the film growth
rate and desired film thickness.2,8,16 However, the effect of the
number of ALD cycles on the mechanical characteristics of these
heterostructures is not clearly understood. Therefore, a quanti-
tative understanding of how synthesis condition induced struc-
tural difference of the deposited film influences on the overall
mechanical behavior of the hetero-films is required for material
designs with the mechanical durability.

In this work, we studied the mechanical behavior of TiO2/
graphene hetero-films synthesized with a varying number of
ALD cycles, and resulting thicknesses. A series of TiO2/gra-
phene hetero-films were prepared by depositing TiO2 films on
graphene monolayers for a range of ALD cycle numbers (1, 10,
20, 50, 100, 200 and 500 cycles). The resulted hetero-films have
TiO2 films deposited on both sides of the graphene mono-
layers (Fig. 1) due to the conformal nature of the ALD tech-

nique. Monolayer polycrystalline graphene films, suspended
over holey silicon nitride transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) grids, were transferred into the ALD chamber for the
deposition of TiO2 using titanium isopropoxide and water as
precursors at a deposition temperature of 250 °C (growth rate
of ∼0.025 nm per cycle).21 Prior to TiO2 film deposition,
Raman spectroscopy measurements22 were performed to
ensure that the graphene films (prepared by Chemical Vapor
Deposition) were monolayer in thickness (see ESI, Fig. S1†).

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a–h show scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) images of TiO2/graphene hetero-films prepared using
different ALD cycle numbers. For hetero-films prepared using
1 & 10 ALD cycles, the TiO2 films were found to be primarily in
particle form due to a discrete number of nucleation sites on
the graphene nanosheets.21 As seen in Fig. 1b, TiO2 particles
were found to be preferably deposited along the graphene
defect sites (grain boundaries), which is consistent with pre-
vious studies.23 For 20 & 50 ALD-cycle prepared samples, TiO2

particles agglomerate into TiO2 film patches and a film
forming transition was revealed (Fig. 1i & j). Thicker hetero-
films prepared by 100 ALD cycles and more showed a continu-
ous TiO2 layer formed on graphene. TEM energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) elemental mapping on TiO2/graphene
hetero-films further confirmed this gradual evolution of the
TiO2 film formation process with increasing ALD cycles (see
ESI, Fig. S2†). Using high resolution TEM, lattice fringes can
be seen in samples obtained using 100 ALD cycles or more
(Fig. 1k), suggesting continuously formed crystalline TiO2

sheets. The measured lattice spacing of 0.23 nm corresponds
to the (004) plane of anatase TiO2.

24,25

To further understand the structure of the TiO2/graphene
hetero-film and study in particular the interfacial adhesion at
the TiO2/graphene interface, density functional theory (DFT)
calculations were conducted for the TiO2/graphene interface
(details of DFT simulations can be found in the Methods
section). In order to emulate the varying ALD deposition con-
ditions, two distinct scenarios of TiO2/graphene interfaces
were simulated: TiO2 in the vicinity of graphene and far away
from graphene. These two situations give rise to adsorptions
commonly known as physisorption and chemisorption,
respectively. The charge density difference, interfacial for-
mation energies, vertical distance between the TiO2 film and
graphene formation energies for these two cases are reported
in Fig. 2. From the charge density difference plots (Fig. 2a
and b) it is clearly seen that in case of chemisorption, there is
an increased interaction between TiO2 and graphene by means
of C–O charge sharing. On the other hand, limited charge
transfer is observed for the physisorption of TiO2 over gra-
phene. In the case of chemisorption, the binding energy
(−0.41 eV per C atom and −2.46 eV per Ti atom) is comparable
to the strong binding predicted for hetero-films such as MoS2/
graphene (−0.154 eV per Mo atom).20 The binding adsorption

Fig. 1 (a)–(h) STEM images of TiO2/graphene hetero-films prepared by
different numbers of ALD cycles. As ALD cycle number was increased,
continuous TiO2 films gradually formed on both sides of graphene.
The inset schematic on each image represents the condition of TiO2.
(i) STEM image of a TiO2/graphene hetero-film prepared by 20 ALD cycles,
undergoing a transition to a continuous layer. ( j) Higher magnification
snapshot of the region marked in red rectangle in (i). (k) High resolution
TEM image of a TiO2/graphene hetero-film prepared by 100 ALD cycles
showing a continuous layer. Red circled region shows the TiO2 layer
exhibiting a lattice spacing of 0.23 nm, corresponding to the (004) plane
of anatase TiO2. (l) Schematic showing the atomic structure of an ideal
TiO2/graphene hetero-film.
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energies of TiO2 clusters on graphene were also calculated by
other studies to be in the range of −1.09 eV to −1.57 eV per
cluster,26 which are in agreement with our current study.
Lattice mismatch between the two surfaces leads to com-
pression on graphene and stretching on TiO2 in the zigzag
direction, and negligible changes in the armchair direction. In
the case of physisorption, the TiO2 substrate underwent
surface reconstruction and the graphene layer became corru-
gated. Both calculations have demonstrated that strong
adhesion exists at the TiO2/graphene interface.

The mechanical behavior of TiO2/graphene hetero-films
prepared by different numbers of ALD cycles was investigated
using atomic force microscopy (AFM) indentation (Fig. 3a) in-
combination with finite element (FE) simulations to quantify
the effect of the number of ALD cycles on the elastic moduli
and to evaluate the influence of graphene on the strength of
the hetero-films. Tapping mode AFM topography imaging was
performed before and after elastic indentation to ensure that
the tested hetero-films contained no major defects prior to
indentation and that no significant damage was introduced
during the ALD process. For initial elastic indentation testing,
the hetero-films were indented to a maximum normal force
between 60–130 nN (depending on film thickness) at a con-
stant displacement rate of 10 μm s−1. In all elastic loading
tests, no significant hysteresis was observed when comparing
the loading and unloading curves (see ESI, Fig. S3†), indicating
that the hetero-films experienced pure elastic deformation and
no significant slippage occurred either between graphene and
TiO2 or between graphene and the substrate. AFM imaging
before and after elastic indentation also revealed no significant
change in the surface structure of the tested films. At least five
independent indentations were performed on different sus-
pended regions of each TiO2/graphene hetero-film. Fig. 3b
shows the experimental normal force versus indentation depth
of hetero-films prepared with different ALD cycle numbers.
The corresponding FE simulation results are shown with circu-
lar symbols. In the FE simulations, a perfect bonding between
TiO2 and graphene was assumed. Good agreement was found
between the experimental data and FE simulations, which con-
firms that there was strong adhesion between graphene and
TiO2 in the experiments also consistent with the earlier DFT
predictions. More importantly, from Fig. 3b, it is clearly
evident that as the ALD cycle number was increased, higher
forces were required for the AFM probe to deflect the hetero-
films to equivalent depths, suggesting an increase in mechan-
ical stiffness of hetero-films prepared with a higher number of
ALD cycles. In addition, the force–depth curves were found to

Fig. 2 Side views of charge density difference plots for (a) physisorp-
tion and (b) chemisorption of TiO2 over graphene substrate. Color code
for atoms: yellow Ti; blue O, brown C. The isosurface level is set to be
0.0004 e Å−3. Light red and light green regions indicate charge accumu-
lation and depletion, respectively. (c) The binding energies and inter-
planar distance for the graphene/TiO2 heterostructure.

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic of AFM nanoindentation experiment conducted on TiO2/graphene hetero-films. Films were suspended over holey silicon
nitride TEM grids. (Inset) Cross-sectional view. (b) Representative data (force–displacement) from experiments and FE simulations for hetero-films of
varying ALD cycles (thickness of the entire film is shown in brackets). Each line represents the loading curve of individual indentations. All hetero-
films were indented to the maximum force between 60–130 nN at which no obvious hysteresis was observed, indicating negligible slippage
between interfaces.
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become more linear as the number of ALD cycles was
increased, which implies a more plate-like behavior of the
thicker hetero-films during indentation. A highly linear behav-
ior in the elastic regime was observed for the hetero-film pre-
pared by 500 ALD-cycles. This transition in the force–displace-
ment curves indicates a transition from a stretching-domi-
nated (shell) to a bending-dominated (plate) deformation and
is consistent with the morphological observations that the for-
mation of TiO2 on graphene transits from discontinuous par-
ticles to continuous films. Bending rigidity can be ignored for
shell structures, such as graphene27 and graphene oxide,28 but
not for plates. Taking bending rigidity into account, the force–
displacement behavior of a suspended clamped circular sheet
made of a linear isotropic elastic material, under point load in
the center of the hetero-film, can be written as eqn (1),29

which was also used to calculate the Young’s moduli of other
thin films, such as multilayer MoS2,

30

F ¼ 4πE
3ð1� ν2Þ

t3

a2

� �� �
δþ ðπTÞδþ q3Et

a2

� �
δ3 ð1Þ

where t is the thickness of the hetero-film, E is the effective
Young’s modulus of the hetero-film, ν is the effective Poisson’s
ratio, a is the radius of the suspended hetero-film, T is the pre-
tension in the hetero-film, q is a dimensionless parameter,
which equals to 1/(1.05 − 0.15ν − 0.16ν2), F is the applied
force, and δ is the indentation depth. The TiO2/graphene
hetero-films were assumed to be isotropic and elastic, because
the hetero-films have a very small thickness to film radius
ratio29,30 (less than 0.1%) such that any shearing effect
between the two interfaces can be neglected. For membrane-
like structures (pure graphene), only the last two terms in eqn
(1) are needed and used for analysis since the bending rigidity
for membranes is negligible.31 For TiO2/graphene hetero-
films, however, the force–depth plots were fit considering the
general form [with all three terms in eqn (1)], since there is no
clear conceptual distinguishing point to judge whether the
hetero-films should be treated as shells or plates.

Fig. 4 presents the experimentally measured Young’s
moduli of the TiO2/graphene hetero-films normalized by the
measured Young’s modulus of graphene as a function of
hetero-film thicknesses (estimated based on the ALD growth
rate and the number of ALD cycles21). The normalized Young’s
modulus of the hetero-film decreases as the number of ALD
cycle increases (Fig. 4). These results demonstrate that before a
fully continuous TiO2 film is formed on graphene (1, 10, 20
and 50 ALD-cycle-prepared), the modulus reinforcement to the
hetero-films provided by graphene is present; however, it will
diminish as TiO2 becomes increasingly film-like. It should
also be noted that in this thickness regime the experiments
exhibit a much higher scatter which is likely due to variations
in the film structure in this growth transition regime of the
films from particle-like to film-like. When fully continuous
films form on graphene (≥100 ALD cycles), the normalized
modulus of the hetero-film was found to reach a plateau, indi-
cating that the thickness of the hetero-film gradually has

minimal effect to its modulus. As the volume ratio of graphene
in the thick TiO2/graphene films is only ∼1%, the modulus of
the thick TiO2/graphene films (measured to be 79 ± 18 GPa) is
assumed to be close to the modulus of pure TiO2 film
(625 nm, 103 ± 30 GPa).32 Initially, for ALD cycles lower than
100, graphene acts as the primary load bearing component.
However, for films deposited with a higher number of ALD
cycles (≥100), the total load is increasingly transferred to the
less stiff TiO2 films.

Utilizing the experimentally measured moduli of graphene,
assuming that the modulus of the TiO2 present is equal to the
measured value for plate-like TiO2/graphene films, and consid-
ering the relative volume ratio of each hetero-film, we have cal-
culated the normalized moduli of the hetero-films based on a
rule-of-mixtures (ROM)33 analysis (dashed line in Fig. 4). The
low experimentally measured Young’s modulus of graphene
(∼250 GPa) is likely due to ripples34,35 and residue polymer
introduced during its transferring process, which could lower
the in-plane stiffness of graphene. As the same graphene
samples were used for the entire study, and comparative ana-
lysis is the focus of this work, the absolute measured value for
the graphene is not believed to significantly affect the trend
and findings. It can be seen that the estimated values of the
normalized moduli predicted using ROM are in reasonable
agreement with the experimental measurements, in particular
when TiO2 was still in the particle form (1 ALD cycle) and
when a fully continuous TiO2 film was formed (≥100 ALD
cycles). In the transition regime where TiO2 forms in patches
(20 & 50 cycles), the experimental measurements are found to
be lower than those predicted by ROM, possibly due to the fact

Fig. 4 Normalized Young’s modulus versus thickness of graphene/TiO2

hetero-films. For discontinuous TiO2 layers formed on graphene, the
modulus enhancement to the hetero-films provided by graphene gradu-
ally becomes insignificant as TiO2 became more film-like and continu-
ous (1, 10, 20 and 50 ALD cycles). When continuous films formed on
graphene (≥100 ALD cycles), the modulus of the hetero-films
approached to a constant. The measured normalized moduli of TiO2/
graphene hetero-films are in reasonable agreement with ROM
estimates.
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that although the volume of the TiO2 films in these cases are
relatively large, their microstructure is in the form of either
disconnected patches or a non-continuous film. This non-
continuous structure of internal islands and disconnected
regions of TiO2 on the graphene sheets would lead to the
applied load not effectively being transferred, thus resulting in
a lower stiffness of the heterostructure as compared to the
ROM predictions.

We next investigated the fracture behavior and effect of gra-
phene to the strength of TiO2/graphene hetero-films (50 and
100 ALD cycles) by indenting the films to failure. Fig. 5a shows
STEM images of hetero-films prepared with 100 ALD cycles
before and after indentation to failure. A sudden rupture was
observed for both graphene and graphene/TiO2 structures,
which indicates primarily brittle-like failure.36 The force–
indentation depth plots (Fig. 5b) show that all the tested cases
exhibit no apparent slippage (which would be indicated by a
sudden force drop in the curve), further suggesting that the
adhesion between TiO2/graphene and graphene/substrate
interfaces was strong. Five or more different suspended
regions were indented for each film thickness reported. The
average breaking loads of graphene, 50-ALD-cycle and
100-ALD-cycle prepared hetero-films are 1090 ± 151 nN, 1032 ±
158 nN and 2269 ± 294 nN, respectively. Fig. 5b presents all
force–displacement plots from indentations. Crosses indicate
points of failure. The close agreement in the force–displace-
ment relationships obtained from experiments and FE simu-
lations (Fig. 3b) permits analysis of stress distribution in the
hetero-films at experimentally measured breaking loads in the
FE analysis. This continuum-based approach has been pre-
viously used for the assessment of stress in monolayer gra-

phene,31 polycrystalline graphene27 and graphene oxide mem-
branes.28 The FE results show that the TiO2 film at the bottom
of the TiO2/graphene hetero-films experiences larger stresses
compared to the layer in contact with the indenter, which is
due to larger stretching experienced by the bottom layer
(Fig. 5c). This indicates that in the hetero-films, failure is likely
initiating from within the bottom TiO2 layer. Additionally, the
maximum stress in graphene at the breaking load is signifi-
cantly larger than that in TiO2 for both hetero-films (50 and
100 ALD cycles), which is due to higher stiffness of graphene
when compared to TiO2 layers. Using the maximum stresses in
TiO2, the maximum load that the entire material structure
withstands without graphene can be predicted by FE simu-
lations assuming the same layer thicknesses. As can be seen in
Fig. 5d, at maximum stress, the structure can withstand sig-
nificantly less load compared to their graphene hetero-
structure counterparts. The loads TiO2/graphene hetero-
structures can undertake are ∼63% (1032 nN vs. 633 nN) and
21% (2269 nN vs. 1871 nN) more than the TiO2 only cases for
the 50 and 100 ALD cycles, respectively. This indicates that gra-
phene indeed provides reinforcement to the hetero-films by
undertaking a significant amount of load at high stress levels.

Conclusions

Our quantitative mechanical study demonstrates that the
inclusion of graphene can enhance the modulus of the TiO2/
graphene hetero-films with thicknesses less than 3 nm,
beyond which the modulus of the structure becomes compar-
able to that of pure TiO2 film. In future design of TiO2/gra-

Fig. 5 (a) STEM images of TiO2/graphene hetero-films prepared by 100 ALD cycles: before and after indentation. (b) Force–displacement plots of
indentations for all three cases (thickness of the entire film is shown in brackets). Crosses indicate points of failure. (c) von-Mises stress contour of
the hetero-film (100 ALD cycles) at maximum load from FE simulations. (d) Bar graph showing that at maximum stresses, the average maximum
loads TiO2/graphene can withstand from experiment and the maximum load pure TiO2 films can withstand without graphene estimated from FE
simulation, for films prepared with 50 and 100 ALD cycles, respectively.
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phene hetero-films for specific applications, the modulus of
TiO2/graphene hetero-films can be estimated using a ROM
analysis. In addition, complimentary DFT and FEM study con-
firmed that the adhesion between graphene and TiO2 is strong
and graphene serves as a reinforcement, providing the hetero-
film an ability to sustain significantly higher loads at the point
of failure initiation.

This study represents a major first step toward rational
design of hetero-films taking advantage of quantitative mech-
anical analysis. While the AFM based deflection testing used
here has the limitation of locally probing mechanical pro-
perties and direct tensile testing would be needed in future
work for characterize the global behavior, the AFM method
does provide the first observations and quantification of the
intrinsic nature of strength and fracture in these hybrid
structures. The results offer guidelines for the design of
TiO2/graphene hetero-films from a mechanistic standpoint.
Mechanical properties of the TiO2/graphene hetero-films are
significantly affected by the thickness. A systematic study on
the role of other ALD synthetic parameters (such as deposition
temperature and precursor residence time) in the mechanical
behavior of hetero-films is needed in the future.

Experimental
AFM nanoindentation

Suspended monolayer CVD grown graphene on holey silicon
nitride TEM grid with diameter of 2.5 μm was purchased from
Ted Pella Inc., AFM indentation was conducted using an
Asylum MFP 3D AFM. The cantilever (All-Diamond Probe,
Nano Science Instrument) has a spring constant of 25 N m−1

calibrated using the Sader’s method.37 The diamond AFM tip
radius was measured by SEM to be 111 nm (see ESI, Fig. S4†).
No apparent tip radius change was observed before and after
AFM experiments. Before measurement, AFM was stabilized
over 24 hours for optimum performance. Errors from experi-
ment are reported in standard error. STEM imaging and EDS
elemental mapping were performed after AFM indentation
measurement using Hitachi HF 3000 with a beam voltage of
100 keV. Savannah 100 (Cambridge Nanotechnology Inc., USA)
was used for ALD. Further details of the ALD process can be
found in ref. 19.

FE simulation

Finite element simulations using the ANSYS software package
were performed to simulate load-indentation response of the
TiO2/graphene hetero-films following the methodology devel-
oped by Lee et al.31 The model was defined as a quarter of a
circular membrane of 2.5 μm in diameter, and symmetrical
boundary condition was applied on the surfaces in the radially
outward direction. The thickness of the graphene was set to be
0.33 nm while the thicknesses of the TiO2 films were taken as
2.3 nm, 4.6 nm, 9.6 nm and 24.6 nm, estimated according to
the ALD growth rate. The AFM tip was modeled as a rigid
hemisphere made of diamond with a radius of 111 nm. The

contact between the AFM tip and the substrates was assumed
to be frictionless. Graphene was assumed to be isotropic with
a Young’s modulus of 250 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio38 equal to
0.17. TiO2 films were also considered to be isotropic with a
Young’s modulus of 79 GPa, estimated by fitting the experi-
mental load-indentation data to the membrane stiffening
model (Fig. 3b). A Poisson’s ratio of 0.27 (ref. 1) was used for
TiO2. Hexahedral mesh with solid 185 element was used to
create the FE model, which contained 100k to 225k elements
(see ESI, Fig. S5†).

DFT simulation

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the plane-
wave basis set were conducted to quantify the binding strength
at the TiO2/graphene interface. The Quantum Espresso soft-
ware package39 was employed using the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange–correlation functional and the
Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential. The kinetic-energy cutoff
and the charge density cutoff were set to be 40.0 Ry and
160.0 Ry, respectively. A uniform 4 × 4 × 1 k-point grid and the
Methfessel–Paxton (MP) smearing method were applied. To
capture the characteristics of TiO2/graphene interface, a slab
model was built with one atomic layer of graphene and 15
atomic layers of TiO2, terminated at the (004) plane (in consist-
ence with experimental observations). To account for lattice
mismatch between the two substrates, the supercell’s bound-
aries were allowed to relax in lateral (x and y) directions, while
keeping a fixed vacuum distance of at least 20 Å in the direction
(z direction) perpendicular to the xy plane. In the initial setup of
the relaxation calculations, the zigzag direction of the graphene
layer was assumed to align with the [010] direction of the TiO2

surface, so that a p(3 × 2) graphene cell, with minor adjustments
in the lattice distance, could be stacked on top of a p(2 × 2) TiO2

cell to create a common supercell. The total formation energy of
the process was calculated according to

Ebinding ¼ ETiO2=graphene � ETiO2 � Egraphene

where ETiO2/graphene is the relaxed energy of the hetero-film
supercell, and ETiO2

and Egraphene are the self-consistent energies
of isolated TiO2 and graphene interfaces isolated. More negative
binding energies, therefore, represent larger interface strength.
The charge density difference was calculated according to

ρdiff ¼ ρTiO2=graphene � ρTiO2 � ρgraphene

where ρTiO2/graphene is the charge density of the hetero-film
supercell, and ρTiO2

and ρgraphene are the charge densities of
TiO2 and graphene interfaces. The inter-planer distances were
measured by taking the difference in the z-coordinates between
the lowest C atom and the highest O atom.
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